
Jackson County ARES SET

October 22, 2016

K4SCO net control

Backup Net Control- Nothing heard

ARES Members checked into net:

KK4UWF-Net control at EOC K4SCO

K4NHA-Mobile

KM4YCO-Mobile

WD4CZV-Mobile

K4EQT-Mobile

KG4TUN-Mobile at Scottsboro Utilities

K4MCL-Base radio at Highlands Medical Center

The scenario for this SET was a winter storm would enter the area. This storm would produce 
snow and ice making roads impassable and causing power outages.

0902- Net activated

0907- Report Skyline roads impassable and power out in that area.

0910- Macedonia Fire requests emergency communications

0914- ALDOT reports BB Comer bridge down to one lane for de-icing

0925- EMA request ARES setup command post at Skyline KM4YCO responding reports roads are 
impassable trees down

0927- K4NHA Macedonia fire advised current sitrep ok standing by for mutual aid

0929- K4SCO called for check-ins to the net-nothing heard

0936- K4NHA Section fire and Rescue reports 36 car pile up at intersection of Main and HWY 35

0937-K4SCO requests Highland Medical Center Standup K4MCL responded

0939- K4NHA Hwy 35 passable but slow



0940 KM4YCO- power lines down79 impassable, trees down several MVC’s no injuries

0941-K4EQT Hwy 40 is closed at the moment

0944- EMA starting shelter at Skyline COG KM4YCO responding

0945 K4NHA Dutton fire on standby for mutual aid, Hwy 40 closed

0946 K4MCL online at Highlands Medical center

0948 K4SCO Icing getting worse sitrep

0950 Highlands on emergency power

0952 Highlands sitrep currently have 6 patients, no transfers at the moment

0953-K4NHA power lines down 71 N oh HWY 40 Dutton FD standing by

0958- K4MCL sitrep Air Evac 32 is grounded due to conditions

0958- KM4YCO Skyline fire reports 79 passable but travel is not recommended at this time

1003- K4SCO to KM4YCO Skyline shelter is now open request communications at Skyline COG

1005- KM4YCO setup at Skyline COG need blankets and water if possible

1007- K4NHA Rosalie Fire and Rescue needs portable O2 tanks

1008- K4SCO Request contact with Highlands Pisgah station for O2 tanks for Rosalie Fire and 
Rescue

1010-HMC advised that Pisgah station is carrying 4 tanks to Rosalie Fire and Rescue

1012-K4SCO advised that water and blankets are available for Skyline shelter, trying to arrange 
transport at this time

1014-K4SCO requested items are in route to Skyline to COG

1015- K4SCO to K4NHA sitrep on roads? Unreadable transmission

1017-K4NHA HWY 117 is improving and Hwy 71 is improving

1018-KM4YCO supplies arrived at Skyline COG

1019-HMC requests RS to pull and Ambulance out of the ditch

1020-K4SCO Rescue squad en-route to pull the ambulance out of the ditch

1022- K4NHA Tri-Community Fire is available for mutual aid



1023-K4SCO to KM4YCO welfare check at Skyline shelter for Subject: Taylor Swift

1024-KM4YCO Taylor Swift is at the shelter and is in OK condition

1025-KG4TUN on duty at Scottsboro Utilities and standing by, K4SCO requests sitrep on 
Scottsboro power, KG4TUN advises crews are at the substation re-routing power supply to 
Highlands

1028-K4NHA sitrep Higdon is ok- Station is securing out of coverage area

1031- KG4TUN Re-routing power to HMC transformer is in-operable will be restored within 1 
hour estimated, K4SCO advised HMC of power sitrep

1032- K4SCO to KM4YCO 754 CR 138 broken leg can you relay info to Skyline fire

1034-K4MCL HMC advised ambulance has made it off the mountain

1035-KM4YCO Skyline fire in route to 754 CR 138

1038-K4SCO to KM4YCO sitrep on shelter capacity

1040-KG4TUN SPB re-routing power to HMC approx 40 min to restore

1041-K4NHA Dade county fire and rescue is standing by for mutual aid

1044-KM4YCO 10 people at the shelter at Skyline COG

1050-K4SCO sitrep from NWS hot air coming in should warm the area quickly

1051-KG4TUN work almost complete and a supervisor is en-route to HMC to turn power back 
on

1054-K4SCO roads are clear and passable throughout the county

1100- K4SCO to KG4TUN request sitrep on power at HMC, response: SPB on site at HMC 5min 
to restore

1102-K4SCO to KM4YCO close shelter at Skyline COG power is back on at Skyline

1103-KG4TUN power restored at HMC

1104-K4SCO to K4MCL sitrep power up at HMC secure station, K4MCL secured

1105-K4SCO Net Concluded


